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Business Model Working Group
SWITCH has published its call for participation in working groups in July 2014 as described
on http://projects.switch.ch/eduid/working-groups/.
The Business Model working group consists of 4 volunteers from different institutions:
• Kai Blanke (project leader IT strategy and processes, UNISG),
• Mario Gay (head of Servizio informatico TI-EDU, USI-SUPSI),
• Niklaus Lang (head IT Strategy & Project Management, FHNW),
• Jean-François Rossignol (responsable Infrastructure Système d’information et
Exploitation, UNIGE).
Goals of the working group are to provide input for the Business Model by
•
•

comparing costs of identity management and
discussing and evaluating different Business Model options.

The working group has met May 4 2015 at Zurich (hosted by SWITCH). During the
workshop the participants have exchanged their impressions about completeness, and
quality of the information provided within the draft version of this report (prepared by
SWITCH) as well as their recommendations for financing options, accompanying measures
and future steps. This input was collected and added to the report.
The working group was moderated by Christoph Graf (christoph.graf@switch.ch) and the
report edited by Sebastian Sigloch (sebastian.sigloch@switch.ch) and Petra Kauer-Ott
(petra.kauer@switch.ch).

Used Abbreviations
AA

Attribute Authority

HEI

Higher Education Institution

IAM

Identity and Access Management

IdM

Identity Management

IdMaaS

Identity Management as a Service

IdP

Identity Provider

SaaS

Software as a Service

SAML

Security Assertion Markup Language

SP

Service Provider (provides access to resources/services)

SSO

Single Sign On
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Summary
The purpose of this report is to build a base for the development and enhancement of
the Business Model for Swiss edu-ID. It describes relevant information and methods
to be used for the Business Model as general assumptions, IdM market analysis,
identification of stakeholders and general quantity structures, description of the value
proposition for different stakeholders, potential risks and outlining of financing options.
Finally it includes recommendations for the Swiss edu-ID Business Model elaboration and
refining.
Swiss edu-ID is a new kind of service compared to the portfolio of SWITCH services within
the past. This new Identity management service is intended as well for the benefit of people
with a weak relation to academic institutions and for alumni – therefore new customer
segments will be addressed. Swiss edu-ID will cover periods of the identity lifecycle outside
of the control of academic institutions and may also involve external partners/Service
Providers. Hence options to build a Business Model with suitable financing must be
considered, eventually differing from the “basic service component” model used for
SWITCHaai.
A first outline of the possible financing model was already published in the High Level
Architecture document (http://swit.ch/eduid/SwissEduIDArchitecture.pdf):
Main principles:
• Since achieving a complete coverage of the user base is important for the benefits
to the universities, it is proposed not to charge the users for basic identity
management.
• Since the Swiss edu-ID operator is not itself a beneficiary of the service and yet
covers substantial efforts, it should get paid for the services offered.
• The main service beneficiaries are the universities and third parties (users and
service providers outside of the universities).
Proposed approach:
• The Swiss edu-ID operator (SWITCH) and the universities have to agree on a costsharing model for the service operation efforts within the governance structures
of SWITCH.
• A service charge to users is not recommended at the initial stage of the service.
• A service charge to third parties is an option to consider.
For the construction of the Business Model the following three stages are relevant:
•

Stage 1: Swiss edu-ID runs in parallel to AAI (development and operation)

•

Stage 2: Swiss edu-ID has replaced AAI

•

Stage 3: Swiss edu-ID allows access to additional external services (this may be
already possible for some services at an earlier stage)

Forecasting for the ongoing stage 1 (version 1.0 of Swiss edu-ID productive since March
2015) is more precise than it would be for the stages 2 and 3.
To further develop the Business Model an integrated roadmap for SWITCHaai and Swiss
edu-ID should outline the stages more precisely and define the exact timeline for
deliverables and milestones (based on the application submitted for Swiss edu-ID phase 2).
The roadmap should also contain information about the revenue streams that might shift
over the three stages. Simple revenue streams should be applied until a critical mass of
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users is attained.
Chapter 1 outlines Swiss edu-ID and describes differences compared to SWITCHaai. A
market analysis and position of Swiss edu-ID is provided in chapter 2.
SWITCH assumes that all institutions using SWITCHaai will use Swiss edu-ID in the
future (migration of users and resources; transformation of IdPs to AAs). This is a
precondition for reaching the numbers described in chapter 3 and a sufficient large userbase for an attractive federation.
The shift to Identity Management as a Service should be accompanied by a
communication concept that involves all stakeholder groups (compare stakeholder
analysis in chapter 4), especially the groups who haven’t been addressed in the past
regularly (University Administration, Continuing Education, Alumni-Organisations) since
their relation to the foundation and its services have been rather casual (project related).
Those groups are important to increase the user-base as well as the number of provided
resources in the future.
The value proposition in chapter 6 is structured by the customer segments identified before
in chapter 5.
Risks to be analysed within the Business Model are listed in chapter 7. The risks of market
entrance and disruption have been identified both as “medium”.
Swiss edu-ID will generate additional costs (see chapter 8) during development and
implementation (centrally and also at institutions), and because of the necessary parallel
operation of SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID during a transition phase, until all users and
resources can be migrated. As sooner as this migration can be finished as better from the
financial point of view.
Finally in chapter 9 “Service Financing” two options have been opposed describing the
benefits for different stakeholder groups depending on involvement of third party Service
Providers given that a better financing of the service could be reached by involving more
partners.
Some further explanations as service value considerations, stakeholder and customer
descriptions as well as a Stakeholder Surplus Analysis for Stage 1 are located in the
Appendix.
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1

Swiss edu-ID

The goal of Swiss edu-ID is to build up a new persistent federated Identity Management for
Swiss universities (which will initially build on SWITCHaai and later replace it). This digital
identity should be user-centric and accepted worldwide. Swiss edu-ID will allow individuals
to use University services with a single identity (key) that is valid over the long term and
accessible to all relevant individuals. Services will benefit from the supported selfregistration process as well as from a higher quality by validated information. A newly
constructed IAM system will also offer the potential to facilitate the management of user
data for institutions, and to create interfaces to non-academic services, research platforms,
cloud services, social networks, non-web-based resources, etc. and to make these
interfaces available to all universities.
Swiss edu-ID will allow to move from the temporary, organisation-centric identity
mangement paradigm (AAI) to a persistent, user-centric paradigm. It provides a Universityindependent context so that academic services can be provided independent of a local
organisation and contributors as well as consumers are not bound to those with a specific
employment or relationship as it is currently the case. Therefore a working Swiss edu-ID is
the base on which IT-based academic services can be put on a wider level addressing in
particular:
•
•

•
•

Longevity: provide all relevant individuals a long-lived user-centred Swiss academic
identity instead of an institutional role-based temporal identity
User-centrism: Enabling members of the Swiss academic community to collaborate
independently of their organizational affiliation (thus supporting inter-institutional
change & work)
Inclusiveness: Enhancing the Swiss academic community by people which have no
current employment / relationship to participating organisations
Effectiveness: Reducing local administration work (providing / maintaining accounts)

1.1 Swiss edu-ID compared to SWITCHaai
Swiss edu-ID profits by the well-established framework of SWITCHaai. It follows several of
the main principles having proven their strengths within the last ten years. But SWITCHaai
has also shown some limitations that should be overcome with Swiss edu-ID.
The list below explains similarities and differences that may have a direct or indirect
influence on the future Business Model:

SWITCHaai

Swiss edu-ID

Identity Framework

Role-based, organisationcentred, “stand-alone” federated
identity

Persistent, user-centric, “linked”
federated identity

Identity Management

Identity built and managed by
(home) organisation

Identity built and owned by user
(self-registration, core attributes);
enriched by organisations
(additional attributes, validation)

Identity Lifetime

Identity limited to period of
organisational membership

Persistent identity (with regular
validation)

Number of Identities
per individual

One identity per organisational
membership of an individual

One unique identity per individual

Users

Members of Swiss academia

Members of Swiss academia and
people with relation to academic
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institutions (like library users,
continuing education participants,
alumni or guests)

User Consent

When user accesses a resource
for the first time and for whole
attribute set requested by a
resource

At least when user accesses a
resource for the first time;
ev. for subsets of attributes

Role of Organisations

Identity Provider (incl. Attribute
Authority);
Service Provider

Attribute Authority;
Service Provider

Responsibility for
identity data

Organisations

Individual & organisations

Identity Provider(s)
(IdP)

One Identity Provider per
institution

One central Identity Provider
(SWITCH), aggregation of attributes

Attribute Authorities
(AAs)

AA is part of a local Identity
Provider;
Attributes provided by the local
Identity Provider/AA;
Identity Provider/AA located at
organisation - primarily Higher
Education Institutions

Local AAs (instead of local Identity
Providers);
attributes may come from different
AAs and are aggregated by Swiss
edu-ID IdP;
AA located at organisation primarily Higher Education
Institutions (may be extended to
additional AAs in the future)

Service Providers
(SPs)

SWITCH Community and
Federation Partners

Federation members and partners

Local Identity Provider (core and
others as well as local attributes)

Central Identity Provider stores core
attributes and
Attribute Authorities store additional
and local attributes of their members
and related individuals.

Attribute Storage

Attribute Management,
by one (home) organisation
Control & Validation

by user (core attributes), central
Identity Provider and (several)
organisations

Supported Resources
(protocols)

Access via Web browser (SAML)

Access via Web browser, support
for Web and cloud Services, and
mobile applications (SAML, support
for additional protocols, e.g. OAuth 2
or OpenID connect)

Agreements

Federation Partner Agreement &
service regulations

Federation Partner Agreement &
service regulations,
terms of use (for users)

Table 1: Comparison SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID
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2

Identity Management as a Service

SWITCH aims to replace the currently well-used AAI solution with a life-long Identity
Management as a Service (IdMaaS) solution for the Swiss Higher Education institutions.
While being a foundation with a successful history in identity management, SWITCH aims to
establish and maintain the role as intermediary and central manager and Identity Provider
for higher education related identities in Switzerland. An appropriate federation framework
will define the limits as well as usage and transaction guidelines for the respective
federation.

2.1 The IdM market
In 2008, the IDC analyst group reported a total Identity and Access Management (IAM)
market size of $3.1 billion1. The IAM market, however is quite fragmented. According to the
IT magazine Venturebeat2, large vendors created their IAM suites through acquiring highly –
specialized start-ups or already established companies. The result of this tremendous
fragmentation is a relatively small total top-layer market share of 32% of three key vendors,
namely IBM, CA, and EMC. Forrester agrees by identifying specialization as key vendor
differentiator. IDC Worldwide forecasts a global market increase from $4.9B in 2013 to
$6.9B in 2017, an increase of >40%. Other sources such as the ISSA.org note, that identity
management operated in a highly competitive marketplace meaning that IAM is used in a
varying number of applications with notable examples in retail, banking, and media through
ubiquitous use of GoogleID, Facebook identity, Paypal ID etc, across industries. This shows
that the market size, as analyzed by IDC, is rather hard to estimate since identities are used
to build – up user-centred and identity-bound service ecosystems3.
SWITCH, too, aims to serve a user-centred specialization of the total Swiss IdM market
where we may determine the market situation as follows.

2.2 Market Segmentation
The IdM market may be segmented by utilizing the following set of segmentation types:

1

ftp://ftp.software.ibm.com/software/tivoli/analystreports/IDC_Identity_and_Access_Management_rep
ort.pdf
2
http://venturebeat.com/2014/09/26/the-cloud-is-disrupting-and-defragmenting-the-identity-market/
3
https://c.ymcdn.com/sites/www.issa.org/resource/resmgr/JournalPDFs/feature0614.pdf
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Fig. 1: IAM Market Segmentation (Swiss edu-ID perspective)
SWITCH positions itself as being the Swiss Identity Management Service Provider for
the tertiary Education sector as well as their alumni and greater ecosystem.

2.3 Market analysis for the relevant as well as neighbouring segment(s)
Market size in the chosen market segment
•

The primary market size (at project stage 1) reflects all of the 38 institutions currently
using SWITCHaai. This equals approx. 395.000 users. SWITCH assumes, that this
user base will be migrated to Swis edu-ID and all institutions using SWITCHaai
will use Swiss edu-ID in the future.

•

Until 2020, SWITCH projects the user-base to exceed 900.000. This projection
implies the involvement of University - related (Alumni), Continuing Education,
Libraries, Inter-federations and potentially University-unrelated user segments.

The growth rate for our niche-market therefore somewhat depends on the degree of
external user involvement as well as the hesitance at those institutions, currently served by
SWITCHaai. SWITCH identified the following three growth rate options:
•

Slow: less than half of Alumni keep their account; no additional external users;
institutions rather hesitate to use Swiss edu-ID.

•

Medium: Somewhat all Alumni keep their Swiss edu-ID; institutions switch slowly to
Swiss edu-ID.

•

Fast: All Alumni and external users (guests, library users etc.) sign up for a Swiss
edu-ID account; institutions switch early but consequently from SWITCHaai to Swiss
edu-ID.

Determined Market Players & Main Competitors
•

General Market: CA Technologies, Dell, EMC, IBM, Oracle, Symantec, Amazon
Web Services, Atos, Aujas, Avatier, Courion, Covisint, Evidian, Facebook, Gemalto,
Good Technology, Google, Lepide Software, McAfee, Microsoft, netIQ, Okta,
Omada, OneLogin, OpenIAM, OSIAM, SailPoint, SecurIT, Soffid IAM, Steria.

•

Commercial IDs: SuisseID (as part of federal IAM), MobileID (by Swisscom), social
IDs (by Facebook, Google etc.)

Actors (organisations, projects and products) in similar fields
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•

Active Organisations with relation to academia: Shibboleth Consortium, Géant
Association (eduGAIN), refeds.org (Research and Education Federations)

•

Running solutions: Sunet eduid (Swedish eduID), umbrella (federated identity for
European large photon / neutron facilities), educa.ID (Swiss SSO for K12 sector),
InAcademia.org (affiliation validation)

•

Projects: FutureID (STORK integration, IdM infrastructure for Europe), federal IAM /
eID (BUND B2.06, SECO/FEDPOL), FIDES (Federated Identity Management
System for K12 by educa)

Market trends
•

SaaS based IAM services (cloud based)

•

Integration of SaaS based IAM with other Security Services

•

Increasing integration of IAM in Banking, Financial services and Insurance sector
(BFSI)

•

Adoption and incorporation of “Bring your own device” (BYOD) policy

•

Identity-based and user-centred service ecosystems

Key Success Factors
•

Gaining fast traction through fostering underpinning network effects

•

Building identity based and user – centred ecosystems by tying services to the
identity cloud

3

Quantity Structures

3.1 Experiences with AAI
The growth of AAI figures was following a steady and linear rise with an increase of:
•

35.000 users per year (ca. 395.000 in 2015),

•

80 resources per year (ca. 800 in 2015),

•

6 home organizations per year (ca. 60 in 2015),

•

4% authentication requests per year (max. 3 million requests per month).

Fig. 2: Status SWITCHaai, spring 2015
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3.2 Development Parameters
The following main user groups may use Swiss edu-ID in the future:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students: In 2013 253.811 students have been registered. For 2023 the Swiss
Federal Statistical Office4 expects around 274.513 students.
University Staff: In 2013 74.398, slow growing expected
Alumni: Currently about 100.000 – 130.000 persons5 are members of an Alumni
organisation. Each year about 40.000 students graduate.
Inter-federation participants
Walk-in users (as library users)
People with relation to academic institution (as foreign researchers, guests, further
education students)
People with only a weak relation to academic institution (day guests, service workers
etc.)
Others

Currently about 40% - ca. 3.3 million - of the Swiss population have a tertiary education
degree. This number is expected to slowly grow in the upcoming years.
Swiss edu-ID is open to a larger public as library users. The current library networks
contain several millions of users (large single networks between 500.000 and 1 million
registered users). The potential market for libraries is the whole Swiss population (8.14
million).
The incentive (main benefit) for users to create a Swiss edu-ID is not the identity itself but
the accessible services. Therefore the success relies on services that are connected to
Swiss edu-ID and the graph of user numbers may in the end be more similar to a stair
pattern than to a line (compare Fig. 3). Also the migration of all users of specific
services may create leaps in user numbers (SWITCHdrive: 8000, SWITCHportfolio: 6500,
library users: several thousands etc.).
A growth of users and services will also influence access rates. Those calculations are
based on current SWITCHaai average accesses per user and day (0,15625) multiplied by
expected user numbers. Currently the average number of accesses per day with
SWITCHaai is around 62.500.
The expected growing of user numbers is shown in the table below:
Year

Students

Staff

Regular
guests

Short time
guests

Alumni
(members)

100'000

Cont.
educ.
(diplo
ma)
4'471

2015

229'461

112'149

60'000

2016

232'000

113'000

61'200

102'500

2017

234'000

114'000

62'400

2018

236'000

115'000

2019

238'000

2020
2021

4

Total

150'000

Library
users
(University
network)
166'780

4'571

170'000

170'000

853'271

105'000

4'671

190'000

172'000

882'071

63'600

107'500

4'771

210'000

174'500

911'371

117'000

64'800

110'000

4'871

230'000

177'000

941'671

241'000

119'000

66'000

112'500

4'971

250'000

181'000

974'471

245'000

121'000

67'200

115'000

5'071

270'000

186'000

1'009'271

822'861

Source:
http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/de/index/themen/15/17/blank/01.indicator.406101.4086.html?open
=9
5
Approximation based on published numbers of several Alumni-Organisations (ETH, UAS and cant.
universities)
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2022

250'000

123'000

68'400

117'500

5'171

290'000

193'000

1'047'071

2023

254'585

125'607

69'600

120'000

5'271

310'000

199'000

1'084'063

2024

257'000

126'000

70'800

122'500

5'371

330'000

202'500

1'114'171

2025

260'000

126'500

72'000

125'000

5'471

350'000

204'000

1'142'971

Table 2: Approximation for growing of potential user-base between 2015 and 2025
(growth rate: scenario medium, compare page 9)
The current coverage with SWITCHaai corresponds to ca. 395.000 users (students, staff
and regular guests).
At stage 2 Swiss edu-ID has to cover at least those three user groups, and additionally
users from the future user-groups (short-time users, Continuing Education participants,
Alumni, Library users).

1'400'000

1'200'000

1'000'000

800'000

slow
medium

600'000

fast

400'000

200'000

0
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025

Fig. 3: Growing scenarios for Swiss edu-ID user numbers (slow, medium and fast)
Swiss edu-ID will replace SWITCHaai, but SWITCHaai has to be operated in parallel during
a transition phase until the user base is migrated and Swiss edu-ID will have implemented
all necessary features. The sooner the migration can be completed the sooner Swiss
edu-ID can be financed (since parallel operation needs more resources than the operation
of one sole service). Therefore migration rate is an essential factor for the cost functions.
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4

Stakeholders

Throughout an in-depth analysis, SWITCH determined the following project stakeholders:

Fig. 4: Stakeholder Map with involvement per stage (as described in Appendix)

4.1 Key Environment
It covers those external partners that are a) outside the general value chain but b) noncomplementary but c) necessary in order to generate and / or distribute the value
proposition to the determined end-customer segments.
a. Swissuniversities: The rectors’ conference leads the CUS P-2 program. Swiss edu-ID
is one of the accepted projects in the topic Identity Management. The project is funded
substantially by CUS P-2. The program director of CUS P-2 is member of the AAI
Advisory Committee. Swissuniversities may also have the lead of federal innovation
programs in the future funding period (2017-2020).
b. Cantonal Data Protection commissioners and the Federal Data Protection and
Information Commissioner: It’s a substantial precondition for the project success, that
the policies and procedures are in line with Swiss law, therefore the commissioners are
important consultants and referees.
c. Swiss Confederation: The confederation builds the roof for the e-Identity ecosystem. It
tries to harmonize and connect solutions used in Switzerland (currently with the
CHEIDECOM - Swiss eID Ecosystem Model research project, mandated by SECO).
Developments on national level may have also a major impact on Swiss edu-ID.
d. EU/STORK: Projects on European level as STORK 2.0 may influence the environment
in kind of infrastructure and standards.
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4.2 Key Suppliers (Partners)
Key Suppliers are those suppliers SWITCH necessarily needs in order to provide the value
proposition to the determined end customer segments.
a. Shibboleth incl. Consortium: Shibboleth is the basic open source software package
used for SWITCHaai. SWITCH is a principal member of the Consortium. If Swiss eduID or parts of it are based on Shibboleth, the software and influence of SWITCH on the
roadmap are highly relevant.
b. IT Services: They are main suppliers of data to be managed and will run the Attribute
Authorities as part of the infrastructure. As key stakeholder group they influence
considerably the roadmap, provided features and functionality, local integrations and
the design of the final solution.
c. IdM/IAM Supplier: Other software may be used instead or additionally to Shibboleth. A
good cooperation with (possible future) supplier(s) is therefore important.
d. Multi-factor-authentication supplier: MF-authentication may be fully integrated or
need additional components (e.g. with more complex cases like biometric
authentication)
e. Key/Token-Delivery: Tokens may be delivered by the system directly or be delivered
by an additional component to be integrated or used externally. Therefore also
suppliers of such components may become important.
f. Verification Services: Attribute verification can be done with board equipment of the
central IdP (e.g. mobile phone number), by institutions as Attribute Authorities (e.g. role
at institution) or by commercial services (e.g. postal address verification). Therefore
willingness and technical base of institutions to deliver verified attributes is highly
important as well as availability of commercial or federal solutions for specific attributes.

4.3 Key Complementaries
Key Complementaries are important stakeholders influencing the general environment but
not beeing part oft he project.
a. Géant: is built by 36 European National Research and Education Networks (NRENs).
Important international projects and services related to IAM/IdM are initiated and
realized by this organisation (as eduGAIN). Standardization, attribute specifications,
inter-federation and policies can be discussed and harmonized within the frame of this
organisation.
b. Shibboleth: (see also 5.2). Standardization and interfaces may be discussed within
the Shibboleth Consortium and missing components may be developed within this
software package.
c. IdM – Integrators: Experiences with integrations may be helpful and professional
support necessary to implement some components (Interfaces).

Customer Segments
The end customer segments is a representation of those customers that may be addressed
by the Swiss edu-ID value proposition. The task hence allows to segment the total market
into specific customer groups, whose problems may be described and subsequently
addressed by a segment – specific value proposition. With the Swiss edu-ID, SWITCH is
focussing on the following customer segments as being further described within the
Appendix.
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1. University IT-Services
2. End-Users
a. University and University-related End-Users (Uni, Uni-rel.)
b. Non University-related End-Users (non-Uni)
3. Service Providers
a. University IT-Service Providers
b. SWITCH as a Service Provider
c. Third party Service Providers
4. University Administration
5. University Management
6. Continuing Education Departments
7. Alumni-Organisations

5

Benefit / Value Proposition

Institutions in the Swiss higher education landscape, as being mainly solitary and distributed
Identity Providers, are currently facing additional overhead in setting-up, managing,
maintaining, and supporting authentication and authorization services of their institutionalallocated identities, whereas institutional-related as well as institutional-unrelated identities
are still missing and such users have to be handled separately with additional effort.
Swiss edu-ID is an open, federated, governed and user-centred identity management
service, which is organised as a central identity Service Provider for the Swiss higher
educational landscape. It differs from other IdM solutions especially by:
•
•

•
•

Persistency: the new identity management allows to handle long-lived identities,
independent from organizational membership
Governance: rules and procedures are negotiated and passed by the governance
bodies (SWITCH Community, federation and inter-federation framework) and are
compatible with Swiss laws
Attribute Quality: reliable identity information with attributes come from authoritative
sources, can be verified and have a quality label
Openness: Swiss edu-ID is open to all parties relevant to the Swiss HEI Community
(e.g. for users with weak relation to an organisation)

The aim of the Swiss ed-ID project is to deploy IdM as a Services (IdMaaS) covering all
determined components with secured Federated Identity Management as well as interinstitutional audit, compliance and governance being the main differentiators to our
competitors. The incorporation of Alumni into the Swiss edu-ID, in comparison to
SWITCHaai, allows SWITCH to continuously reach other end-user segments while
endowing monetary and functional benefit to the main customer segment, being the Swiss
higher education sector.
The segment-specific (as being described in 6. Customer Segments) value propositions
may be described and ranked as follows (value = +++: very high, ++: high, +: medium):
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1. University IT-Services
•

Outsourcing of Identity Management Operations frees up associated identity-related
resources (e.g. by delivery of validated information) (+++)

•

Administration process simplification streamlines remaining operations (++)

•

Greater set of services may be offered to the IT-services end-customers (++)

•

Concentration on access management (+)

•

Protection of specific services (Multi-Factor authentication) (+)

•

Governed access – control regarding to the market – push of external Service
Providers (+)

•

Smaller institutions no longer need to struggle with IdP Hosting (+)

•

Outsourced supporting operations (+)

•

Governance identity control at community level (+)

•

Data being stored, modified and handled in Switzerland (+)

2. End-Users
a.

University and University-related end-users
§ Unified and life-long access to an increasing number of University-related

services as being offered by SWITCH and other Service Providers (+++)
§ Access to a life-long increasing number of third-party services and discounted

service offerings (+++)
§ Full control of privacy and data-transfer (++)
§ Increased usability by integrating non-web resources and mobile environments

(+)
§ Easier handling of linked identities (+)

b.

Non University-related end-users
§ Simplified access to University-related resources (++)
§ Persistent identity (ev. providing access to additional services) (+)

3. Service Providers
a.

University IT Service Providers
§ Potential exploitation of the complete Swiss Higher Education Community (++)

b.

SWITCH as a Service Provider

c.

Third party Service Providers
§ Access to the Swiss Higher Education Community (+++)
§ Access to user-based data (Opt-In) (++)

4. University Administration
§

Reliable information about users (++)

§

Channel to provide user-related validated information (like certificates)
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5. University Management
•

Identity Management covering also Alumni, Continuing Education and University
Administration (Services) (++)

6. Continuing Education Departments
•

Traceability of Alumni (+++)

•

Simplified offering of tailor-made continuous learning programs / services (+++)

7. Alumni-Organisations
•

Access to Alumni-data in order to increase relationship management (+++)

•

Offering of streamlined Alumni-services (++)

Further benefits have been defined within the High Level Architecture document.6
Benefits for the stakeholder groups depending on market opening (involvement of third
party partnerships) are listed in chapter 10.

6

Risk Analysis and Reduction

The following risks and their probability have to be analysed per stakeholder group (some
risks have been already mentioned in other project documents but are not therein analysed
for all stakeholder groups):
1. Adoption Risk: The extent to which ecosystem partners (stakeholders) will need to
adopt an innovation before the end-customer segments have a chance to assess
the full value proposition.
2. Co-Innovation Risk: The extent of the co-innovation risk depends on the joint
probability that each partner will be able to satisfy their innovation commitments
within a specific time frame.
3. Acceptance: The solution may not be accepted by all and especially new
stakeholder groups.
4. Initial validation of users: This is not well supported by e-Government processes in
Switzerland in an automated manner. Validation processes may create additional
effort for users and validating parties.
5. Business Process Integration: Changing registration processes is complex and
time consuming and may cause problems (resources, fit into internal roadmaps etc.).
Important concerned stakeholders may not be involved sufficiently what could hinder
the deployment.
6. Too low coverage of users: A large user base is a precondition for Service
Providers to settle on one identity solution for our community. It’s as well a
precondition for new third party Service Providers to join the federation.
7. Low number of available resources: An attractive service portfolio is important for
adoption, for both - Users (former students etc.) and Service Providers.

6

http://swit.ch/eduid/SwissEduIDArchitecture.pdf
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8. Challenging mobile integration: A shortcoming of SWITCHaai is missing support
for non-web and mobile platforms. Missing integration may limit the portfolio and
decrease acceptance.
9. Single point of failure: The centralized architecture could be a single point of failure,
if not well designed. The solution has to be robust enough to grant high availability,
since outages will decrease trust in the service and acceptance.
Possible ways to analyse and illustrate the risks more in detail are an adoption and coinnovation risk maps and a stakeholder risk matrix (to be done in a next step).
Then appropriate actions have to be defined and should be assigned to a person or group
with a deadline to reduce identified risks (to be done in a next step).
Risks of Entrance in determined relevant Market
•

Medium risk during establishment of the Swiss edu-ID (SWITCHaai). The Swiss
Higher Education Institutions are currently more or less bound to the use of
SWITCHaai. However, during the duration of the Swiss edu-ID project, there might
be a greater push of governmental identity management services.

•

Lower risk once Swiss edu-ID displaced SWITCHaai, assuming that a great amount
of University-related and/or third-party services are tied to the ecosystem.

Risk of Disruption
“Medium”: An individuals’ digital identity is inevitably coupled to personal information.
Those personal, critical personal, and personality information are more and more valuable
within the information economy, especially when being enriched with service-related
information. Hence, we may assume that innovators are potentially targeting to disrupt the
digital IAM market by harnessing and driving breakthrough technological change.

7

Cost Factors

Costs can be identified
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

per stakeholder (stakeholder surplus-matrix)
per identity / user
per usage of an identity (access to service, change of identity data etc.)
per data validation / verification (identity vetting)
per institution (e.g. for AA operation)
for system operation.

Central Costs:
SWITCH’s current costs for SWITCHaai (at SWITCH) were ranging from 1’500 - 1’900
TCHF per year during the last fiscal years. This corresponds to costs of approx. 4 CHF per
user (with 1’600 TCHF base value) per year, or of 2000 CHF per resource and year.
Key Activities of SWITCH will be:
-

Federation/Inter-federation Management & Governance

-

Communication (Community and international environment)

-

Identity Provisioning & management

-

Attribute Verification
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Local Costs:
Costs for institutional IdP’s can be only estimated, since those costs at Universities for
Identity Management in general and SWITCHaai in particular are not available or the costs
are subsumed in global budgets. The operation costs for a local AA will be quite similar to
cost for IdP operation. Considerable additional effort may be necessary for implementation
of Swiss edu-ID within systems not being federated yet

7.1 Development Costs
The current costs until mid 2015 are only partially covered by funding through CUS P-2
program (federation). SWITCH thus covers the remaining costs itself. A proposal for further
funding to finish Version 2.0 of Swiss edu-ID until mid 2016 was submitted in February
2015. Costs for further development between 2017 and 2020 may be covered also partially
by federal funding.
As described in chapter 4.2 the parallel operation of SWITCHaai and Swiss edu-ID
generates costs and cost functions therefore depending on the forecast and effectively
reached migration rate.

7.2 General Cost Factors
The following cost factors should be considered for calculations:
a) Development (planning, development, hardware, launch etc.)
b) Initial costs (hardware etc.)
c) Operation of IdM system (including redundancy, monitoring, administration, regular
updates, support etc.)
d) Further development of IdM (additional attributes, technical adaptations, additional
components etc.)
e) Costs for planned hardware replacement
f) Integration efforts (adapters, interfaces, new Service Providers etc.)
g) Governance (integrity checks, audits, development decisions etc.)
h) Identity vetting:
Email address verification (sending of Emails), mobile phone number verification
(sending of SMSs), postal address verification (sending of letter), ORCID verification
(automated check), etc.
i) Data management (non or semi-automatic processes)
j) Communication (including marketing)

7.3 Cost Factors for Institutions
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Integration (adaptation of systems and services)
Operation of AAs
User management
Provisioning of additional attributes
Validation of attributes

7.4 Additional costs compared to SWITCHaai
Compared to SWITCHaai there are additional costs for:
a) development (Swiss edu-ID project; see chapter 8.1)
b) process adaptations for services
c) technical adaptations of AAs and SPs
d) central IdP operation (new infrastructure, additional functions, storage etc.)
e) attribute quality (validation/verification)
f) additional attributes (standardization, integration)
g) governance (e.g. audits)
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8

Service Financing

An important challenge with Swiss edu-ID is the provision of a service for users being not,
not yet or no longer members of a HEI Community organisation. This does not fit into the
Business Models used so far. In all former cases organisations have paid primary for their
members. Some may not have an interest or the mandate to be charged also for services
provided to their former members. Therefore the usage of an existing tariff model may not
be the ideal solution. Other options have to be considered and Swiss edu-ID has to be put
into the context of the SWITCH and University services being accessible with a Swiss eduID.
Necessary key resources are
-

Finances: to operate the central Identity Provider and the Attribute Authorities, to
validate attributes etc.

-

Service Providers: who make their services available via Swiss edu-ID

-

People: who operate the system components, make adaptations, manage the
identity data and validate attributes, people contributing to the governance, and
people developing Swiss edu-ID further (developers)

The financing differs during the three identified stages
-

Financing of development (see chapter 8.1)

-

Financing of service in parallel to SWITCHaai

-

Financing of service

Financing is necessary for:
-

SWITCH (infrastructure operation)

-

Institutions (operation of AAs etc.)

-

Service Providers (adaptations of services)

The Business Model includes only financing options for the parts operated by SWITCH.
If we assume users should not be charged, the service should be financed by
participating institutions and/or services (single services or bundles).
Additional third party Service Providers may help to decrease costs for institutions. But
with more partners the influence and control should be shared between more players
(influence on governance). Nevertheless bargaining power of third party Service Providers
is limited since their “market entry” would be possible only through the federation.
The following table contains a description of the benefits for different stakeholder groups
depending on involvement of third party Service Providers:
Option 1

Option 2

Description

In-depth involvement of third
party partnerships

No involvement of third-party
partnerships (situation as with
SWITCHaai)

Assumption

Strong Community Benefit
assumed

No Community Benefit
assumed

Customer Segment: University IT-Services + University Management
Basic Benefit
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Third party Service Providers
would potentially cover the

No potential for cost
reductions. IT – Services /

Swiss edu-ID costs.
Internal / local costs remain.
IT – Services can offer a wider
set of services to their endusers (see above).
Improved customer
satisfaction due to identity
management solution.
IT-Services may have
considerably easier
purchasing-operation
(Outsourced).

University Management would
need to cover Swiss edu-ID
costs via
“Stiftungskomponente”.
Internal / local costs remain.
IT-Services offer to their endusers remains limited.
Purchasing operation remains
the same.
Governed access control only
to a defined set of digital
content providers.

Governed access control
regarding to the market push
of external Service Providers.
Customer Segment: End - Users
Basic Benefit

Access to a wide set of third
party services.

No access to additional
services

Involves services that are
related and / or potentially
unrelated to universities but
important to the user.

End-User can access the
same set of services as with
AAI.

Example:
Discounted access to UniBA
specific software solutions like
MS Office.
Individual
Benefit

Highly individualised services
based on prior experience and
specific institutional track
record may be possible.

No individualised services
possible.

Example:
Tailor-made job offers for
upcoming graduates.
Tailor-made continuous
education offers.
Social Benefit

Potential for building sense of
belonging to institutions
(Benefit for Universities).

No improvement.

(Data remains property of
user. Any transfer needs
specific consent).
Customer Segment: Service Providers (Third Parties)
Basic Benefit

Access to market

Restricted Access to market
(see AAI)

Customer Segment: Continuous Higher Education Departments
Basic Benefit
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Same as Social benefit for

Same as Social benefit for

end-users:

end-users:

Potential for building sense of
belonging to institutions
(Benefit for Universities).

No improvement.

(Data remains property of
user. Any transfer needs
specific consent).
Customer Segment: Alumni-Organisations
Basic Benefit

Alumni Org. may offer a wider
set of services to their endusers.

Same as Social benefit for
end-users:
No improvement.

Same as Social benefit for
end-users:
Potential for building sense of
belonging to institutions
(Benefit for Universities).
(Data remains property of
user. Any transfer needs
specific consent).
Customer Segment University Administration: no direct impact.
The concrete financing options (including numbers) will be developed based on the
preliminary assumptions.
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A

Appendix

A.1

Service Value Considerations across Identity Lifecycle

In a presumed typical Swiss edu-ID service usage scenario, a prospective student at a
Swiss University will initially create a Swiss edu-ID identity as part of the University
enrolment process. This identity is then used throughout a typical career scenario:
Pre-study: Universities offer an enrolment process to prospective students. By using the
Swiss edu-ID, they can rely on a pre-established user identity with verified attributes like
email, phone number or postal address, thus simplifying the enrolment process of the
University.
Study period: The student uses the Swiss edu-ID service for the day-to-day interactions
with the IT services offered by the University for studying. The University still has to
maintain up-to-date information about all their students and thus enriches the Swiss edu-ID
identity. But the University benefits from reduced identity management efforts and no longer
needs to operate access management services, where growing demands are expected in
the future (e.g. mobile support, non-web-browser access).
Becoming alumnus: Alumni organizations are relieved from re-collecting and maintaining
personal information like contact data and can focus on their genuine networking tasks.
Universities are interested in maintaining the contact with their former students.
Job seeking: Protected by user consent, users could easily provide high quality profile data
to the job market. Recruiters benefit from a focused access to qualified job seekers in a
secure environment.
Researchers: Universities benefit from research-specific attributes like ORCID and
increased support to access non-Web resources. Since all people interacting with
universities may get a Swiss edu-ID identity, no special arrangement need be made to
accommodate external project collaborators or foreign researchers.
Further education: Private or public further education institutions can more specifically
address their audience. Their identity management processes are simplified at registration,
and during the courses users can continue to use their preferred learning and collaboration
tools.
Overall educational career: Universities can trace the history of students and use the
information to build and update a Student-CRM (Consumer Relationship Management)

A.2

Stakeholder Map Information

The stakeholder map constitutes all agents involved in a project and thus resembles an
organisations’ greater business environment. Furthermore, it ranks the involved agents in
terms of their need of involvement in order to provide an informative basis of decision
making.
Areas:
1. Key Suppliers are those suppliers that are necessary for an organization to provide
the value proposition to their end-customer segments.
2. Intermediaries are those distributing partners along the value chain standing
between our value proposition and our determined end customer segments.
Intermediaries vary as being through-put or back-pull.
3. End Customer Segments are those determined segments of end-customers, which
SWITCH aims to serve with this projects’ value proposition.
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4. Key Complementaries are external and to us complementary partners that are i)
outside the general value chain but ii) necessary in order to generate and / or
distribute the value proposition to the end-customer segments.
5. The Key Environment resembles all other external agents that are neither suppliers
nor intermediaries, customers or complementaries. This group may involve political /
cantonal involvement.
The stakeholder map can be developed further to weighted stakeholder maps identifying
the key stakeholders per stage (e.g. involvement = high).

A.3

Description of Customer Segments

End-Users (Users): When trying to connect to certain services offered by Service
Providers, the user may need a Swiss edu-ID identity.
If a user is member of an institution being part of the Swiss HEI Community (Uni), to have a
Swiss edu-ID will be optional in stage 1, but mandatory from stage 2. End-Users may have
relations to institutions as Alumni or guests (Uni-rel.) or have no relation to them (non-Uni).
Explicit user consent is necessary for transfer of attributes to Service Providers.
Uni: User is member of Swiss HEI (as students or staff)
Uni-rel: User has a relation to a Swiss HEI (as alumni, affiliates etc.)
Non-uni: User has no direct relation to a Swiss HEI (as library walk-in users etc.)
Service Providers: Swiss HEI Community, Alumni organisations, IT services and others.
Service Providers offer services to their user base.
Service Providers may be members of the SWITCH Community or be external Service
Providers (non-Uni) bound to the legal framework of the Swiss edu-ID federation. With
Swiss edu-ID SP’s will have to reconfigure their settings.
Additional Service Providers (compared to SWITCHaai) may be involved in the Swiss eduID federation (third party SP’s).
An institution may be both - Attribute Authority and Service Provider (for one or several
services).
SWITCH: Swiss edu-ID Operator. The Swiss edu-ID operator runs services to support the
interactions between End-Users, Attribute Authorities and Service Providers.
Compared to SWITCHaai the Operator has more responsibility (central IdP) and should
store additionally user data.
IT Services: Operators of Identity Management systems. They manage local identities at
their institutions. They collect, check and provide identity information combined with role
information for their users and services.
Swiss edu-ID may have an influence on local Identity Management. Adaptations will be
necessary if an institution would like to fully integrate the features of Swiss edu-ID and use
attribute information more effectively.
University Management: Adoption of Swiss edu-ID depends also on the management
level. On the one hand it has to agree on the Swiss edu-ID framework, on the other hand it
has to agree to pay for the service – for the externally provided parts (central IdP) as well as
for internal costs (AAs, SPs etc.)
University Administration: Administrative staff as Human Resources (HR), student
services etc. at institutions, managing user data. Institutional staff supplies, verifies,
corrects, updates and removes identity information through different local systems.
Swiss edu-ID may have an influence on processes and workflows where administrative staff
is involved.
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Continuing Education: Continuing education departments organize, administrate and
manage course offers. Some of them do manage the identities of participants in separate
systems, some departments or courses (respectively the participants) are integrated in a
university’s central Identity Management. Swiss edu-ID may help to fully integrate such
participants and facilitate the identity management of course participants.
Alumni Organisations: They manage identities of former institutional members and
provide services for their members (may be Service Providers themselves or manage
relations to SPs). They may use Swiss edu-ID for their members in the future.

A.4

Stakeholder Surplus Analysis for Stage 1

Stakeholder

Benefit

Effort

swissuniversities

Swiss edu-ID covers one of
the key topics of the CUSP2 program

Project evaluation, controlling
etc.

ETH-Council

-

funding

Cantonal Data
Protection
Commissioners

Feel involved

Evaluation, consultancy

Swiss Confederation

-

funding

EU/STORK

-

-

Géant

-

-

Shibboleth

Ev. funds for development

Requests,
adaptation of roadmap,
ev. development

IdM-Integrators

Ev. funds for development

Ev. development (plugins
etc.)

Shibboleth incl.
Consortium

Use of product,
feedback for Shibboleth
community,
further development, funds

Inclusion of parts into
roadmap,
standardization,
development

IT Services

Influence on project
evolution (needs),
provide quality levels for
attributes

Participation in pilots,
interface development,
AA operation,
experience

IdM/IAM Supplier

Ev. funds, new customer

Adaptations, development

Multi-Factor AuthSupplier

funds

Software / service

Key Environment

Key Complementaries

Key Suppliers
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Key/Token-Delivery

funds

Software / service

Verification Services

funds

Software / service

IT Services

-

Contribution to working
groups,
pilot projects,
internal communication,
adaptations

Service Providers

Reach new users

Adaptations

Uni-Management

Information and
involvement

Planning,
funding for pilots,
internal projects,
adaptations of processes
and software etc.

Uni-Administrations

Information and
involvement

Process adaptations

End-Users (Uni)

-

-

End-Users (Uni-rel.)

Access to resources

Create identity

Alumni-Organisations

Information and
involvement

Pilot projects

Experts

Funds,
experience,
involvement

Consulting,
development of small proofs
of concept

IT Services

additional IdP,
build up on already existing
identities (self-registration
process)

Configuration of resources,
adaptations

End-Users (Uni)

Use of pilot services

Create identity (ev. later
migration necessary)

End-Users (Uni-rel.)

Use of pilot services,
access options after
studies (alumni), persistent
ID supporting SSO,
self-registration, control
(user-consent),
ownership of ID,
linked identities

Create identity (ev. later
migration necessary)

Service Providers

Provide access for further
user groups (alumni,
guests etc.),
use of quality levels of
attributes,
use of additional attributes

Configuration of resources,
adaptations

Intermediaries

End Customer Segments
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Service Providers (nonUni)

-

-

End-Users (non-Uni)

Use of pilot services,
access as non-member

Create identity (ev. later
migration necessary)

Table: Analysis of benefits and efforts per stakeholder group for stage 1
This analysis has to be repeated with values for benefit and effort to calculate the surplus
(e.g. in a stakeholder-surplus matrix) and decide if and what measures should be taken to
avoid negative surplus for stakeholder groups (stakeholder-risk matrix). The same analysis
should be used for stage 2 and 3.
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